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Hello!

I’m Matt. 

I have several open source projects with millions of downloads.

But more importantly...

I’m proud of my open-source projects and the people they’ve helped.



Today’s theme

Open-source software can be daunting.

Software developer + performing in front of people?!

Why? Where do you even start?



Starting with why

Old but relevant: How great leaders inspire action [TED]
(link: https://go.mattj.io/TED-why)

Let’s ignore the “open-source” part for a moment.

Why would I make open-source software?

https://go.mattj.io/TED-why


Background on me

Three open-source milestones:

● My first open-source project
● My first impactful open-source project
● My first company open-source project



My first open-source project

GitHub: https://go.mattj.io/cscoding

https://go.mattj.io/cscoding


My first impactful open-source project

GitHub: https://go.mattj.io/smsbackupreader

https://go.mattj.io/smsbackupreader


My first company open-source project

GitHub: https://go.mattj.io/CodeKatas

https://go.mattj.io/CodeKatas


In essence: many reasons to write software!

● Make an existing problem easier to solve
● Help solve a new problem
● Learn something
● See if it’s possible to make something (my favorite reason!)
● And so many other reasons!



Okay, but why add that “open-source” part?

My favorite:

It creates the space for others to use or improve upon your work in ways you 
may not have imagined.



Back to this project

GitHub: https://go.mattj.io/smsbackupreader

https://go.mattj.io/smsbackupreader


The (unexpected) empathy of open source



Most importantly...

Open source is not just shouting into the void.



Most importantly...

Open source is not just shouting into the void.

You can make a difference.



Now, where to begin?

Anywhere! (didn’t you see my CS homework on that other slide?!)

Two categories of open-source work:

● Contributing to an existing open-source project
● Creating a new open-source project



Contributing to an existing project

Contributing can take many forms, including:

● Adding translations/localizations
● Fixing minor issues
● Creating documentation and assets
● Checking new releases
● Testing on new devices/configurations/etc.
● Taking on new features (e.g., tagged with help wanted)

Contributing != writing new code, unless you want it to.



Personal example: translation contributions

Project info: https://mattj.io/tcs/

https://mattj.io/tcs/


Personal example: translation contributions

Eight languages supported. Without the community, it would only have three. 



Community translations via DigitalOcean Hacktoberbest

Project info: https://github.com/devadvance/terminalcheatsheet/pulls

https://github.com/devadvance/terminalcheatsheet/pulls


More projects to translate

Many other projects need translations.

https://translatewiki.net/wiki/Category:Supported_projects

https://translationproject.org/domain/index.html

And many more!

https://translatewiki.net/wiki/Category:Supported_projects
https://translationproject.org/domain/index.html


Personal example: contributing assets

GitHub: https://github.com/doodboard/tutorial/pull/2

https://github.com/doodboard/tutorial/pull/2


Personal example: quick UI improvement

GitHub: https://github.com/victorqribeiro/isocity

https://github.com/victorqribeiro/isocity


Another place to start: good-first-issue

https://github.com/topics/good-first-issue

https://github.com/topics/good-first-issue


Creating a new project

This one is a bit more challenging, but places like GitHub make it easy.

Two great places to start:

● Solve a problem that you have
● Use it as a creative outlet

(yes, technically the second one solves a problem: branding)



Solve a problem that you have

What do you need to do, for which there isn’t a great piece of software?

In my case, it was reading text message backups on a computer.



Use it as a creative outlet

Software is a form of creativity. It’s art!

A great place to start in open source is your digital sketchpad. Examples:

● A new SVG/CSS loading animation
● A script that does a cool video transform using FFmpeg
● Share your terminal personalization (anyone use zsh here?)



Steps from here

● Create your GitHub account
● Think about contributing versus creating
● Don’t think too much
● And just try something



Unexpected benefits

So this might not be enough to convince you. But wait! Remember this:

It creates the space for others to use or improve upon your work in ways you 
may not have imagined.



Questions?



Related posts and references

The unexpected empathy of open source

Open source software as a public good
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